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SOUTHEY GROUP
Established in 1939, Southey Holdings has evolved into a leading South African contracting, marine engineering  
and manufacturing group.

Southey’s experience spans an array of products and services including: industrial painting, insulation, blast cleaning and contracting 
services, major industrial process installations, roof & sheeting, petrochemical and mining operations, ship repair and marine services, 
scaffolding supply, erection and dismantling, as well as the diversified manufacture of polystyrene products, refrigeration units, cold rooms, 
prefabricated buildings and units, pocket and cane knives, agricultural pruning, cutting tools and pressure vessels. 

The Group is owned by a Broad Based Black Equity Group, Management and a private equity investor.

Southey’s culture embraces sound ethics, values and good corporate citizenship with all our stakeholders in mind. Southey believes in 
being reputable, responsive, engaging and committed to excellence in every aspect.

OUR BUSINESSES



GROUP STRATEGY 
Southey is a well established and diversified group that consistently broadens its product offering 
through organic and acquisitive growth in local as well as select niche international markets.

Southey’s business model is built on a blend of diverse growth assets able to trade through the cycles 
represented by highly entrepreneurial, de-centralised business units with an intense focus on nurturing  
and developing long-term customer relationships.

DIVERSE GROWTH ASSETS

ENTREPRENEURIAL  
AUTONOMOUS BUSINESS UNITS

DEVELOP AND NURTURE LONG 
TERM CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS
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SOUTHEY TRACK RECORD

1939 1980
2001 2005

1965 2000 2004

Established in 1939, 
initially to offer industrial 
painting and contracting 
services to mines and 
industrial businesses

Implementation 
of a Diversification 
Strategy in a growing 
economy

Acquisition of  
Tate & Nicholson

Purchase of  
Gascon

Change in leadership 
and expansion into 
KZN & Western Cape

Formation  
of Dormac

1. Sale of Xpanda

2. Acquisition of 
remaining interest  
in Dormac from  
DCD Dorbyl



SOUTHEY TRACK RECORD

2013

2016
2008

2009 2015 2017

Management  
buyout of Aureos 
Capital

Acquisition of 
Dormac Dock 11. Investec acquired a 

45% stake in Southey

2. Acquistion of  
Concord Refrigeration

3. Sale of Australian  
businesses

Investec 
bought out  
by Aureos 
Capital

Metier private equity 
buy in to support the 
acquisition of the 
Floating Dock

Acquisition 
of the 
Automated 
Panel Line 
and creation 
of SouthSpan

45%
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SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability and Corporate Social Responsibility are important aspects of the Southey Group’s business.

Over a decade ago, Southey embarked on a drive to find innovative business solutions that are sustainable and respectful of the 
environment in which the company operates. Since then, Southey has achieved great strides by building on its Corporate Social  
Investment initiatives and dedicating resources to continued improvement. 

Southey’s contribution to the South African Economy
As released in the latest Sustainability Report, Southey has made substantial contributions to the South African economy and continues 
to target even greater investments in the future for the benefit of all the country’s citizens.

CONTRIBUTION TO THE SOUTH AFRICAN ECONOMY 2017

R16m spent on Municipal  
provided utilities

28% more jobs created this year  
compared to the prior year

R990m 

spent on locally sourced goods 
and services 

R175m 

spent on Statutory Taxes 

R64m spent on  
Enterprise Development Partners 



Southey focuses on a number of core social and environmental projects which allows it 
to add value through its various business units, some of which are:

Socio-economic empowerment

Education for underprivileged youth

Skills training and development

Economic progression & enterprise development

Energy efficiency and reduced carbon footprint 
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SUSTAINABILITY OVERVIEW

Educating the underprivileged youth of South Africa
Southey Contracting boasts a widespread upliftment programme and pools together resources to run an active and effective social 
development plan geared towards educating the youth. All initiatives target rural areas faced with unemployment and other socio-
economic challenges. 

Innovation and reducing our carbon-footprint
Southey has placed increased focus on reducing its carbon footprint by investing in more resource efficient processes and materials.  
One such product is Expanded Polystyrene (“EPS”) which is used in the process of manufacturing across a number of business units. 

ISO Moulders specialises in the manufacturing of a variety of EPS products. EPS is 100% recyclable and no CFC gasses are emitted during 
the manufacturing process. 

The group has also sought out innovative technologies that result in reduced energy usage. Concord Refrigeration and Dormac are two 
divisions that have invested in products and development that not only results in a positive impact on the environment, but also leads to 
cost savings that can be passed onto customers.

Southey’s investment in people
People are the lifeblood of the Southey Organisation. Southey’s workforce consists of a diverse group of people, all working together 
to ensure that Southey is at the forefront of innovative technological advancements that are mindful of social transformation and 
environmental preservation. Southey believes in empowering people through ongoing training and development and ensuring that  
the group provides the means to upskill the workforce and build the platform for the continued employment and progression of  
Southey employees. 



6,413 PEOPLE

1,652 JOBS

R430,000 DIVIDENDS

R3,8 MILLION

16% WOMEN

10 EMPLOYEES

Total workforce

created in 2017

paid out to employees by the 
Southey Employees Share Trust

spent on Learnerships

at Management Level

with disabilities

84% BLACK
employees

73% BLACK FEMALES
make up our Women Workforce

SOUTHEY EMPLOYMENT
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SOUTHEY CONTRACTING

Originally incorporated to address the need for professional services in industrial painting, insulation and 
contracting to mines and heavy industry, Southey Contracting has grown into one of the largest industrial services 
companies on the African continent.

Today Southey Contracting delivers a growing list of specialised services across Sub-Saharan Africa – continually setting benchmarks for 
innovation, safety and quality standards. This is achieved with the utmost consideration for the well-being of employees, contractors, 
customers, communities and the environment.

Southey Contracting has a strong customer base, servicing clients such as Eskom, Sasol, Shell, BP, Engen, Chevron, Mondi and Sappi.

Geographical Presence

Southey Contracting Southern Africa: Durban, Cape Town, Johannesburg, Trichardt, Richards Bay, Kathu, Saldahna Bay, Walvis Bay

Southey Offshore: Mauritius, Ghana

Iron and steel

Sugar 

Pulp and Paper

Power Generation

Petrochemical

Oil & Gas

Marine and 
Mining

TARGET INDUSTRIES

GHANA

GABON

CONGO

DRC

TANZANIA

MAURITIUS

ANGOLA

ZAMBIA

MOZAMBIQUE

ZIMBABWE
NAMIBIA

BOTSWANA

SOUTH 
AFRICA



Surface Preparation 

• Grit/abrasive blast cleaning
• Automated blasting (Crawler & Track blasting)
• HP Cleaning 
• Induction-based paint removal
• HP and UHP (Ultra High-Pressure) Water Blasting

Other Specialised Services

• Asbestos Removal
• Modular Office and Accommodation Units
• NDT Services and Specialised Inspection 
• Sheeting and cladding under interalia the brand name of  

Tate & Nicholson
• Tank Cleaning
• Vacuum Tanker Services
• Fibre Grating
• Bulk fuel & Oil purification
• HVAC ducting supply and fitting 

Corrosion Protection/Coating

• Industrial Painting, Coatings, Tank Lining
• Thermal Metal Spraying (TSA)
• Fireproofing Services

Access Solutions

• Scaffolding
• Rope Access and Specialised Rigging
• Netting Access Systems

Insulation

• Thermal Insulation
• Acoustic Insulation
• Cryogenic Insulation
• Removable Blanket Insulation

Service Offerings
Southey Contracting industrial solutions are cost effective and delivered timeously to exceptional quality and safety standards. A “one-
stop shop” solution to prolonging the lifecycle of industrial assets (be it for new projects, maintenance, shutdowns or modifications) is 
offered to target industries.
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SOUTHEY CONTRACTING

Tate & Nicholson 
Based in Gauteng, Tate & Nicholson is an industry leader in steel roofing and cladding. Since inception in 1970, the company has 
successfully carried out contracts throughout South Africa, as well as in Algeria, Botswana, Mozambique, Namibia, Zambia, Lesotho, 
Swaziland and the DRC.

Services offered include commercial and industrial roof sheeting, cladding, insulation, ventilation, gutters, light steel structures and related 
items. In addition to these services, Tate & Nicholson offers project management, material procurement and logistics management.

SOUTHEY CONTRACTING

GAUTENG +27 11 579 4600 gauteng@southey.co.za

RICHARDS BAY +27 87 287 8970 richardsbay@southey.co.za

WALVIS BAY +264 64 207 464 cape@southey.co.za

CAPE TOWN OFFSHORE +27 21 512 2900 info@southeyoffshore.com

DURBAN +27 31 533 0700 kzn@southey.co.za

TRICHARDT +27 17 638 1527 gauteng@southey.co.za

SALDAHNA BAY +27 22 714 4446 cape@southey.co.za

MAURITIUS +230 26 365 11 info@southey.mu

CAPE TOWN +27 21 552 6020 cape@southey.co.za

GHANA +233 31 229 0078 info@southeyoffshore.com

TATE & NICHOLSON +27 11 464 0910 sales@tn.co.za

AFRICA +27 11 608 6500 gauteng@southey.co.za

TANZANIA +255 75 319 2596 info@southeyoffshore.com



SOUTHEY CONTRACTING

Southey Contracting, 
and sub-division Tate 
& Nicholson, support 
the process of BBBEE 
through consistent 
implementation of 
skills development 
programmes 
and responsible, 
transparent 
ownership transfers 
that add value to 
both shareholders 
and the business. 
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SOUTHEY MANUFACTURING 
Southey Holdings has established a diverse and resilient manufacturing base with the potential to compete globally. 
Southey Manufacturing consists of 7 divisions, each with its own niche markets and areas of expertise. 

The Southey Holdings’ network of manufacturing entities adds stimulus to the marine, oil & gas and contracting divisions and also 
fabricates products that complement other divisions within the group, such as; polystyrene, panels, modular prefabricated structures, 
refrigeration units, pressure vessels and agricultural knives. 

The newest addition to the manufacturing businesses is SouthSpan which started trading in 2017 and shows promising growth in the 
automated panel industry.
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ISO MOULDERS
ISO Moulders is a KwaZulu-Natal based company with factories in Jacobs, iSithebe, Ezakheni (Ladysmith) and now 
Booysens, south of Johannesburg. 

ISO Moulders are experienced specialists in the manufacturing of quality expanded packaging, seed trays and cooler boxes, as well as cut 
to spec EPS products such as insulation, point of sale displays, surfboard blanks and a variety of construction solutions including cornices, 
void formers, Geotechnical products and sandwich panels. 

ISO Moulders employs approximately 150 people and converts 250 tons of EPS products a month. ISO Moulders supply a diverse 
customer base from large appliance manufacturers to the agricultural and construction industries. Customers include many global brands, 
such as: Defy (Arcelik), Samsung, Whirlpool, Franke and SABMiller (ABInBev).

ISO Moulders have been involved in a number of ground breaking projects in the construction industry, and its design and manufacture of 
the SAB Castle Lite Ice Core cooler has resulted in a coveted Gold Pack Award.

ADVANTAGES OF EPS:

Light-weight and shock absorbent qualities make EPS a preferred packaging material

Effective thermal insulator 

Lightweight and easy to handle Easily cut or moulded

Rapid prototyping EPS is 100% recyclable

Flame retardant



EPS IS 100% 
RECYCLABLE.
COMPRISING 
OF 98% AIR, EPS 
IS ONE OF THE 
MOST RESOURCE 
EFFICIENT 
MATERIALS ON 
THE PLANET.

Durban

Tel: +27 87 086 1990 
Email: kzn@isomoulders.co.za

Ezakheni (Ladysmith)

Tel: +27 36 634 1824

iSithebe 
Tel: +27 32 459 3670

 

Booysens 
Tel: +27 87 086 1298/9

BRANCHES
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CONCORD REFRIGERATION
Operating from state-of-the-art facilities in KwaZulu-Natal, all cabinets are designed and tested in Concord’s  
in-house laboratory to ensure they perform to customer standards. 

High quality, reliable products, delivered on time, have gained Concord numerous “Supplier of the Year” awards from prominent retail 
groups.

Concord’s product range is designed to meet international standards, coupled with the latest trends and advancements in technology such 
as one piece foaming, improved air management, high resistance superior performance evaporators and low energy lighting, to ensure 
consistent temperatures, shorter defrost times, energy saving and improved product life. 

Environmental concerns are a priority in the product design mix. Designs are continuously improved to ensure optimum efficiency, there-
by remaining at the forefront of refrigeration technology and energy saving.

INNOVATION IN REFRIGERATION

Development of new 
glass to sliding doors  

– resulting in an 
energy saving on the 

unit is

Development of 
new frameless glass 
doors – resulting in 
an energy saving on 

the unit

Conversion of 
environmentally 
friendly foaming 

gases with zero ozone 
depletion potential 

50% 030% - 35%



Durban

Tel: +27 87 287 6708 
Email: sales@concordrefrigeration.co.za

BRANCHES

CONCORD 
REFRIGERATION IS 
ONE OF SOUTH 
AFRICA’S LEADING 
MANUFACTURERS 
OF REFRIGERATED 
AND HEATED 
SUPERMARKET 
DISPLAY CASES.
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GASCON
GasCon is an internationally certified, Cape Town based manufacturer specialising in pressure vessels customised to 
client needs. 

GasCon has been a leading and trusted supplier to customers in over 20 countries, producing more than 300 vessels per year. Services 
offered by GasCon include a Destructive Testing laboratory, R Stamp repairs, high end weld repairs, Cryogenic repairs and recertification 
and heat exchanger re-tubing. It has recently entered the heavy agricultural machinery market with the development of a 18-ton and  
30-ton mobile grain transfer bin.

These include:

• ASME U (American Society of Mechanical Engineers Section VIII – Division 1 – U Stamp)
• ASME U2 (American Society of Mechanical Engineers Section VIII – Division 2 – U2 Stamp)
• NBBI R (National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors – R Stamp)
• ISO 9001:2015 (Bureau Veritas)
• ISO 3834 Part 2 – IIW (International Institute of Welding)
• SAIW Fabrication Workshop
• Manufacture of Welded Pressure Vessels, Class I & II – DNV (Det Norske Veritas)
• SELO (Peoples Republic of China Safety Equipment License)
• PD 5500 (European Pressure Equipment)
• EN Pressure Vessel Codes (EN13458-2 and EN 13530-2)
• ADR/RID (European Road and Rail for Dangerous Goods)

PRODUCTS

Gas Transport  
& Storage Heat Exchangers Pressure Vessels

Cryogenics Fin Fan Banks Agricultural 
Equipment



Cape Town

Tel: +27 21 590 5280 
Email: info@gascon.co.za

BRANCHES

GASCON IS  
CERTIFIED TO 
THE HIGHEST 
INTERNATIONAL 
PRESSURE  
VESSEL CODES.
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PARKHOME MODULAR UNITS
Parkhome Modular Units (Parkhome) are leading manufacturers of modular prefabricated units and possesses an   
ISO 9001:2015 accredited quality management system. 

Parkhome have completed many successful projects in Africa and are well versed in the erection of large remote camps. A diverse range 
of solutions are supplied, such as accommodation units, healthcare facilities, consulting rooms, laboratories, classrooms, offices, kitchens, 
ablutions, kiosks, training centres and other industrial applications. Customers are in public and private sectors.

The use of cold room technology results in superior strength and insulation properties. Parkhome units ensure the best quality for cost 
effective, low maintenance and long lasting use (a lifespan of +/- 30 years). No lead or asbestos products are used in the manufacturing 
process. The division has a national footprint with a control factory in Johannesburg South and branches in KwaZulu-Natal, Gauteng, 
Eastern Cape and Western Cape, allowing ease of supply to both local and export markets. 

Rentals
Parkhome rentals are available throughout Southern Africa. Parkhome owns a fleet of 400 rental units but can manufacture to customer 
specifications for office space, ablutions, security and accommodation. Rentals can be short-term or long-term. 

PARKHOME TAILOR-MADE PRODUCTS

Mobile 
Accommodation 

Clinics

Consulting 
rooms

Laboratories

Classrooms

Offices

Kitchens

Ablutions Training centres

Mining camps



PARKHOME MODULAR UNITS

KwaZulu-Natal

Head Office & Marketing
Tel: +27 31 709 1888 
Email: salesdbn@parkhomesa.co.za

Gauteng

Sales Office & Factory
Tel: +27 11 608 6500 
Email: salesjhb@parkhomesa.co.za

Eastern Cape

Sales Office
Tel: +27 71 313 7511 
Email: salesec@parkhomesa.co.za

BRANCHES
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RUDNEV
With 45 years’ experience, Rudnev is a market leader in the manufacture and installation of cold-storage facilities, 
insulated panels and doors, specifically designed and engineered to meet customer needs.

Rudnev undertakes construction of these facilities throughout Southern Africa and the Indian Ocean islands. Rudnev manufactures a  
range of quality commercial and industrial doors, from architecturally designed personnel doors to large cold store docking bay doors. 
The doors are custom made to ensure that size and finish meet the client’s requirements exactly to specification. 

Whilst traditionally Rudnev’s core business has been in cold rooms and 
freezer rooms, with ongoing research and development, Rudnev has now 
extended the application of the technology to building components for:

• Hygienic areas in food processing and distribution plants
• Abattoirs, butcheries, hatcheries and dairies
• Clean room facilities for the pharmaceutical industry
• Atmospheric and environmentally controlled chambers
• Mortuary facilities
• Hydroponic production units and mushroom growing rooms
• Structural insulated panel (wall & roof) installations in residential, commercial  

and industrial applications
• Agricultural storage and ripening rooms



KwaZulu-Natal

Tel: +27 31 709 0130 / +27 87 086 1303 
Email: rudnev@rudnev.co.za

Gauteng

Sales Office 
Tel: +27 11 608 6500 / +27 82 482 6641 
Email: salesjhb@rudnev.co.za

Mauritius

Tel: +230 263 6511 
Email: info@southey.mu

BRANCHES
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SOUTHSPAN
SouthSpan has more than 40 years’ experience producing quality insulated panels.

 A new state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in KwaZulu-Natal is producing versatile, high performance structural insulated panel systems 
(SIPS) by sandwiching polystyrene between two structural skins.

As an alternative building method, SIPS are used in floors, walls and roofs for residential and commercial buildings, 
offering the following benefits:

• Spanning capabilities – high strength-to-weight ratio providing superior spanning capabilities;
• Light weight – logistics, plant and labour savings;
• Passive temperature control – the insulated core provides excellent thermal efficiency;
• Fast build times – the modular nature significantly reduces installation times;
• Low maintenance and hygiene – steel profiles and paint finishes provide easily cleaned, hygienic, sterile and low maintenance surfaces.

The SIPS are accredited by the Thermal Panel Manufacturers Association of South Africa and are manufactured to an ISO 9001:2008 
quality assurance system.

SIPS can be installed vertically or horizontally, and are suitable for both interior and exterior applications. Panels can be custom-made in 
length and thickness for customer needs.

These alternative building solutions are cost effective, easy to install and cheaper than conventional methods.

Durban/Ladysmith

Tel: +27 87 288 4972 / +27 87 086 1303 
Email: sales@southspan.co.za

BRANCHES
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OKAPI
The Okapi manufacturing concern originated in Germany in 1902 when robust knives were exported to German 
colonies in Africa. 

In 1968 Okapi relocated to South Africa and now operates from a factory in KwaZulu-Natal. The facility is the only manufacturer of the 
original “Okapi” pocket knives and these are distributed to markets around the world.

Over the years, in addition to pocket knives, Okapi has developed a range of utility knives and agricultural harvesting, clearing and pruning 
tools. These products have been specially designed to withstand harsh African conditions. They are made from the highest quality carbon 
steel, hardened and tempered to ensure maximum durability and customer satisfaction. 

The company produces the following product ranges:

• Pocket and Utility Knives - The famous 907E folding, lock knife, in production for over 100 years, with a number of variations, remains 
very popular worldwide.

• Agricultural pruning and cutting tools - A wide range of practical and robust hand tools are produced for the agricultural harvesting 
sector. These include cane knives, corn knives and machetes. The strength and the custom-made feel of cane knives have led Okapi to 
become synonymous with the harvesting of sugar cane in Southern Africa. These knives are durable yet flexible enough to be bent into 
different curves and angles to suit different cutting techniques. 

Okapi offers a range of hand held pruning and harvesting tools. These tools are used to harvest fruit and vegetables and prune plants after 
harvest. Okapi makes use of an in-house state of the art laser-cutting facility which enables the business to re-produce any flat cutting tool, 
sisal knives, tea pruning, rubber tapping, banana harvesting and leaf sanitation tools.

Durban

Tel: +27 32 459 2883 
Email: sales@okapi.co.za

BRANCHES
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DORMAC MARINE & 
ENGINEERING

Dormac is a dynamic combination of technical expertise, experience and innovative solutions dating back to 
1903. Dormac offers marine and general engineering services in all major ports in South Africa. 

Dormac has a proud record of offering complex and successful engineering solutions to vessels and rigs in distress using their 
experienced and innovative ship repair managers and dive teams. Dormac is South Africa’s only shipyard to hold full DNV certification 
for 18001, 14001 and 9001.

Dormac also offers a wide range of specialised engineering services including CNC machinery, steel piping and fabrications. Dormac 
also sends travelling repair teams to clients outside of South Africa as part of their “shipyard-in-a-box” offering. 

DORMAC IS A LEVEL 3 BBBEE CONTRIBUTOR 
AND HAS QUALIFIED MORE THAN 800 ARTISANS 
TO DATE.



Durban

Tel: +27 31 274 1500 
Email: ship@dormac.net

Walvis Bay

Tel: +264 64 272 900 
Email: shipbay@dormac.net

Cape Town

Tel: +27 21 512 2900 
Email: shipct@dormac.net

 

Saldahna Bay

Tel: +27 22 714 0708 
Email: shipct@dormac.net

BRANCHES
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DORMAC DOCK 1
“Dormac Dock 1” is the first brand-new composite floating dock to enter service in Southern Africa, and the single 
largest investment by the Southey Holdings Group into the Ship Repair industry in the region. 

The arrival of Dormac Dock 1 allows Dormac not only to accommodate a greater volume of clients’ vessels, but also to better utilise 
existing Panamax docking facilities. The dock is equipped with the latest energy-efficient technology and a computerised levelling system, 
as well as two brand-new 16m 7.5-tonne cranes.

Dormac Dock 1 is moored alongside a purpose-built quay, and permanently connected by means of two heavy-duty piles driven 20m 
deep into the seabed, thus allowing far more stability and control during docking and undocking operations.

The quay has been designed with recesses, allowing the dock to operate close to its edge, thus reducing crane span lengths and 
maximising efficiency.

Access is via heavy-duty compensating vehicle access ramps, as well as two biometrically-controlled personnel embarkation points.  
These not only enhance safety and productivity, but adhere to existing Dormac ISPS-approved procedures.

Based on client demands, the new quay has also been designed with back-of-quay support to accommodate offshore supply base 
activities and services.

DD 1 Statistics

Length overall - 155 metres   

Breadth between wing walls - 26 metres

Length between Perpendiculars - 138 metres 

Maximum submersion depth - 7 metres

Length of pontoon - 139.5 metres  

Cranage - 2 x 7.5 tonne at 16 metres

Height of pontoon - 4.8 metres   

Lifting capacity - 8500 tonne

Breadth between the entry fenders - 24.5 metres



Durban

Tel: +27 31 274 1500 
Email: ship@dormac.net

Walvis Bay

Tel: +264 64 272 900 
Email: shipbay@dormac.net

Cape Town

Tel: +27 21 512 2900 
Email: shipct@dormac.net

 

Saldahna Bay

Tel: +27 22 714 0708 
Email: shipct@dormac.net

BRANCHES
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SOUTHEY AWARDS

2011 Toyota Customer of the Year – Superior Performance in Service and Consumables

2012 Western Cape Exporter of the Year

2014 Oliver Empowerment Award – Skills Development

2016 Transnet Best Performing Ship Repairer

2017 Chevron Awards – Contractor of the Year 

2017 8 years Lost Time Injury free at SAPREF

2018 Finalists for the SAEEC – now have a membership

2015 Gold Pack Award

SOUTHEY CONTRACTING

TATE & NICHOLSON

ISO MOULDERS

DORMAC MARINE & ENGINEERING

2016 Cladding Contractor of the Year

2016 Steel Award



OUR VISION & VALUES

VISION & VALUES

Our VISION is to dominate the mechanical engineering and contracting service sectors within 
Africa and the Middle East through a continually expanding portfolio of diverse industrial 
companies.

OUR VALUES INCLUDE:
Respect and Trust Employees
Southey Holdings continuously trains and develops its employees in order to assist them in reaching their full potential within the 
organisation, irrespective of class, colour, or creed.

High Standards of Corporate Governance
Southey Holdings holds in high esteem internationally recognised principles of Corporate Governance including honesty, integrity and 
transparency.

Entrepreneurial Flair
Southey Holdings’ employees are encouraged to respond quickly and act decisively in order to maintain a proactive and creative culture 
when faced with challenges.

Environmental Protection
Southey Holdings upholds a policy of care for all stakeholders, especially for the environment in which it operates. Southey Holdings 
considers its environmental impact at all times and uses every measure available to reduce its carbon footprint.

Accountability
Southey Holdings’ employees are encouraged to take responsibility, and are held accountable, for their actions. This ensures that they are 
not afraid to admit to mistakes and are quick to remedy them, thus upholding the image and reputation of the entire group in delivering 
quality products and services to our customers.

Integrity
Southey prides itself on following honest and ethical business practices and does not condone any dishonest or fraudulent behaviour.

Protection of Intellectual Property
Southey Holdings fiercely protects its intellectual property and continues to invest heavily in research and development in order to 
maintain its competitive advantage.
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24A Island Circle, Riverhorse Valley  
Business Estate, Riverhorse Valley East, 4018

Tel: 031 533 0700  
Fax: 086 632 1429  

Email: info@southey.co.za


